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AZULADO RED BLEND 2015. QUINTA DE PANCAS. 
LISBOA. 
 

 
Quinta de Pancas was founded in 1498, making it one of the oldest wineries in Portugal. It is 
located in Estremadura, in “Upper Alenquer County,” 30 miles northeast of Lisbon, next to Pancas 
village. The vineyards enjoy a microclimate, influenced by their eastward facing hills. This 
orientation is ideal for the ripening fruit, resulting in generous wines with a beautiful balance of 
aromas and flavor. Today, winemaker Frederico Gomes and resident winemaker Gilberto Marques 
collaborate at this storied wine estate.  
 

Gilberto relishes the new challenge each vintage brings and particularly enjoys the “complex net” of 
soils and climates offered at Quinta de Pancas. The varietals are fermented separately, then 
carefully blended. Gilberto enjoys that he will “always be learning,” thanks to the diverse vineyards. 
 

Frederico first began learning both vineyard management and cellar work as a child with his uncle, 
who made wine in the Tejo region. Vineyard management is still his favorite part of the process, 
believing that quality wine is “100% grape management and sourcing.” He strives to understand 
the unique qualities of each of the winery’s vineyards, to get the best out of every site. He is proud 
of Portuguese wines, particularly the country’s vast number of indigenous grapes and has been 
involved in preserving historic varietals and winemaking regions. After working for more than 250 
vineyards, his says the Quinta de Pancas grapes are the best he has seen. 

 

VARIETAL: 30% Castelao, 30% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
30% Aragones, 10% Touriga Nacional 
 
VINEYARDS: 30+ year-old vines. Traditional 
fermentation 
 
WINEMAKERS: Frederico Gomes & Gilberto Marques 
 
TASTING NOTES: Ruby in color, this elegant red 
blend with black fruit and forest notes on the nose has 
great structure and is fresh on the palate. Pairs well 
with pasta, pizza, grilled meats. 
 

 


